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organisation facilitates project collaboration and
information exchange, offers multi-disciplinary and
international opportunities and runs international projects
to foster student participation in sustainable development.

Dear reader
I am pleased to present you with the prospectus of the
World Student Community for Sustainable Development
(WSC-SD).
WSC-SD is an organisation for students who take the lead
– as top students and scientists, as social entrepreneurs
and as visionaries for a more sustainable future. Our organisation facilitates project collaboration and information exchange, offers multi-disciplinary and international
opportunities and runs international projects to foster
student participation in sustainable development.

Our network
Since our formation in 2002, WSC-SD has been steadily
growing in members and outreach. We understand Sustainable Development (SD) as a cross-disciplinary and international challenge and this is reflected in the composition of our network. Today we represent students from
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all over the world and all SD-related disciplines. Our student
communities and individual members are located in 58 countries, many of them at the world’s most re-known technical
universities. We are proud to be particularly attractive to student communities and individuals from developing countries, thus being equally representative for developed and
industrialized societies.

Our work
WSC-SD was born out of the idea that student collaboration
needs to be extended beyond the limited periods of summits
and conferences. The WSC-SD provides the continuity that
is necessary for empowering students to become a leading
force in sustainable development. At the onset, our organisation was created to provide communities and individuals
with a platform to share ideas and information, to learn from
each other’s experience, to collaborate in projects and to
grow together. While still fulfilling this purpose, WSC-SD started to launch its own international projects in the past year.
Outstanding are the African Initiative, our student ebook on
Climate Change and the COP 15 working team.
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Our flagship projects
The African Initiative focuses on contributing to developing
entrepreneurship among African students and recent graduates. Building on the concept of “help to self-help” for wealth
creation the initiative aims to actively stimulate and assist students and young professionals in start-up phases, and to connect with potential partners, investors and support outside
local communities which in some cases lack initial resources.
The initiative is carried out through collaboration between
students in Kenya, Uganda, South Africa, Sweden and USA.
In this phase the initiative focuses on student communities in
Nairobi, Kampala and Fort Hare.

also seen a growth in members unprecedented in the history of WSC-SD. The appointment of an Advisory Committee allows us draw on the rich experience and expertise of
six renowned scientists and entrepreneurs. In order to consolidate and strengthen our role within the field of activity
on sustainable development we are now building up strategic partnerships with other organisations. Among them
are youth organisations, scientific associations and international companies and business associations.
Sina Birkholz
President
World Student Community for Sustainable Development

Re:solutions - 21 young leaders on climate change is an initiative to showcase successful student-led projects & innovations on a local, regional or global level that have a meaningful
positive impact on climate change and reducing CO2 emissions. The publication reinforces students’ claim to be one of
the leading forces for change and thereby inspires potential
supporters and potentially active students. The eBook will be
officially launched on 10th December 2009 during our sideevent at the Young and Future Generation’s Day at COP 15.



An international team, including members from MIT and
Chalmers University of Technology as well as students from
Uzbekistan, Colombia, Bangladesh and Egypt will attend the
COP15 negotiations, teaming up with various other NGOs in
order to maximize our impact in Copenhagen. Our activity in
Copenhagen will focus on providing up to date media coverage on the negotiations, side events and actual developments
in Copenhagen to enable all our members around the globe
to follow up on this year’s most influential conference.
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young leaders
on climate change

Our future

A publication of the WSC-SD
Foreword by Bill McKibben

With the launch of WSC-SD owned projects at the last Student
Summit for Sustainability S3 held in January 2009 in Zurich we
took a major step forward. Accordingly, the last months have
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suspended due to insufficient volunteers to run the journal.
Over the past few years, we have welcomed several new student member groups. The student group from the University
of Yaounde in Cameroon was granted membership in June
2004, and the University of Regina Students for Sustainability from Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada were successfully accepted as partners and then members a year later. In 2008, we
accepted as members the Students for Global Sustainability
– Nairobi, from the University of Nairobi, Kenya. In January
2009 the Sustainable Development Society from the University of St. Andrews, Scotland and a group called QUARK from
the American University of Cairo, Egypt, acquired membership
status. Our latest accessions are the Colombian student community Corporacion Grupo Tayrona and BME Green Association from Budapest in Hungary. Our organisation has been further strengthened by the many Individual Members who are
joining us.

1
WSC-SD: A leading
international student
organisation

1.4
1.1

About us

The WSC-SD is a multi-disciplinary network of motivated students with the ability to think and act both locally and globally,
and who share the vision to make a difference. Our purpose
is to be a leading international student organization that carries out meaningful projects that result in positive and enduring changes that improve lives and communities around the
world.
We are an umbrella organisation for several student communities and a growing network of individual members. We are
supported by our networks of alumni and advisers.
We are a non-profit making association under the Swiss Civil
Code (ZGB, ART.60FF), in Zürich, Switzerland.

ter on Sustainability (YES), a summer school held every year
in Switzerland by ETH Sustainability, the former AGS Zurich.
In the summer of 2000, as students from around the world
gathered in Braunwald, Switzerland, the seeds for the formation of the WSC-SD were planted and further developed at
the AGS AM 2001 in Lausanne and the YES course in Braunwald in the same year. Students were looking for a means of
translating their collective will to take action into realising
sustainability, through collaboration.
Just two years later, student representatives from the University of Tokyo (UT), Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETHZ),
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL),
1.2
Our mission
Chalmers University of Technology and the University of
Cocody-Abidjan founded the “AGS World Student ComThe mission of the WSC-SD and its Member Student Com- munity” in San Jose, Costa Rica and held their first annual
munities (SCs) is to actively promote the incorporation of meeting. A few months later the name was changed to the
sustainability and sustainable development at every stage of current name World Student Community for Sustainable
education, research, business and public policy. Furthermore, Development, in short WSC-SD. This arose from students
the WSC-SD and its Member SCs promote and encourage the wanting to be an independent organization, but still work
development of local Student Communities that share the ob- closely together with AGS.
jective of the WSC-SD.
In July 2003, an e-journal called VISION was launched as a
platform through which members of the WSC-SD could
1.3
History
share their ideas on sustainable development, update each
other on their activities and have both the opportunity to
In 2000, the Alliance for Global Sustainability (AGS) introduced publish their own research in the field of sustainability and
a new educational initiative to provide graduate students and to read about the newest findings from their peers.
advanced undergraduate students with an opportunity to Over the years, VISION published more than 200 articles and
learn more about sustainable development. The course was attracted a large readership of several hundred readers per
designed to be a 2-week intensive immersion into sustainabil- day. However, the VISION e-journal has been temporarily
ity. Today, this successful endeavor exists as the Youth Encoun-
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Our global presence

The WSC-SD has a growing footprint in six continents drawn
from our student communities and the individual members.
These are: Africa, Australia, Asia, Europe, North America and
South America.

Sustainability through collaboration 		
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2
Friends
of WSC-SD

3
Our people

3.1
Organisation Structure
Our organisation structure is as shown:

Over the years, the WSC-SD has gained strong friendships
with other international networks around the world that
promote the need for community development. These
networks include:
•
AGS
•
YES Course/ YES alumni
•
iPOS
•
Oikos International
•
Project Survival Media
•
Energy Crossroads
•
Global Humanitarian Forum
•
G-1Billion
•
Planetcall
•
TckTckTck

Executive Board
Advisory Committee
Regional Ambassadors

Student Communities

Individual Members

Africa

Member Student Communities

Asia

Partner Student Communities

Latin America

North America

3.2

The Executive Board

The Executive Board is elected annually by WSC-SD members and co-ordinates the activities of this international organisation.
The board currently comprises of six individuals drawn from diverse backgrounds.
President: Sina Birkholz (Germany)
Sina is a student of Political Science and Psychology at the University of Augsburg, Germany. Her academic focus is on Critical and Constructivist Theories and she is particularly interested in the politics
of Sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East. Sina is a fellow of the German National Academic Foundation and funded by the Bavarian Max Weber Program. She was engaged with the Global Marshall
Plan group in Augsburg and is a member of AEGEE. Sina had the opportunity to gather experience
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working for a local newspaper, as an intern to a member of the European Parliament and at the
Austrian Embassy’s cultural forum in Cairo, where she lived for six months. She also spent a year at
the University of St Andrews studying International Relations and had the chance to return to the
Middle East for several months afterwards.

3.3

The Advisory Committee of the WSC-SD consists of key individuals from certain key areas and provides advice and guidance to
the student leadership. The committee does not necessarily represent WSC-SD current projects or/and standpoints.
Members of the Advisory Committee are:

Vice-President: Carl Justin Kamp (Sweden)
Justin is currently a PhD student at the chemical reaction engineering department at Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg, Sweden. The PhD thesis work is based on a project for the Volvo
Corporation, where the goal is the reduction of particulate emission from diesel engines through increased physical and chemical understanding, simulation and design. Justin has a bachelor’s degree
in chemical engineering from the California Polytechnic University, a master’s in Environmentally
Sustainable Process Technology (Chemical engineering) from Chalmers and is working on a second
master’s in Engineering Mathematics at Chalmers. Justin is currently on the advisory board of AGSChalmers, and is consulting for the high-energy physics group, LIGO, at the California Institute of
Technology.

Dr. Thomas Andersson
Former President of Jönköping University and Professor of International Economics at Jönköping International Business School. Senior Advisor of Science, Technology and Innovation Policy in the Sultanate of
Oman, member of two expert groups of the European Commission. Former deputy director of science
technology and industry at the OECD.
Dr. Jeffrey I. Steinfeld
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology - U.S.A

Director of External Relations: Christopher Baan (Netherlands)
Christopher Baan is currently studying his Bachelors in International Development at Wageningen
University, the Netherlands, with a specialisation in natural resources, climate change and international security. In the year 2008-2009, he was chair of the board of ‘Morgen’, the national student
umbrella organisation for sustainability initiatives at Dutch universities. Christopher is member of
the advisory group for the Dutch Youth Delegates to the United Nations Commission on Sustainable
Development. In 2006 he cycled for half a year through India as part of an IT support programme at
Ashray Trust, a local NGO in Varanasi, India.

Mr. Philip Osano
PhD Candidate in Geography at McGill University in Montreal, Canada. Studies in Environmental Science at
Egerton University in Kenya, and Conservation Biology at the University of Cape Town (UCT) in South Africa.
Former African Regional Project Manager- World YES Forum

Mr. Steven Millman, S.M., M.A.
Senior Associate, Booz Allen Hamilton,
Co-founder WSC-SD, Martin Sustainability Fellow

Director of Internal Relations: Tamilla Khalilova (Uzbekistan)
Tamilla graduated from the Tashkent Medical Academy as a General Practitioner. She is currently
the first year resident of cardiology at the Republican Specialized Research Center of Cardiology.
She is the founder of an NGO in Tashkent. Together with the members of the NGO she worked on
several projects encompassing health issues of Sustainable Development- air quality and health
of population. Tamilla is currently the member of the Organizing Committee of the annual International Conference “New informational technologies in medicine, biology, pharmacology and
ecology”.

Dr. Greg Morrisson
Professor, Department for Water Environment Transport at the School of Civil Engineering Chalmers University. AGS Co-ordinator, Chalmers University of Technology

Director of Strategic Development: Ruth Moko (Kenya)
Ruth Moko graduated with a Bachelor of Science (Statistics) degree from the University of Nairobi,
Kenya. Before starting a Master’s degree, she is currently working as an advisor in Internal Audit, Risk
and Compliance Services, KPMG East Africa. Her experience spans through the banking, insurance,
manufacturing and petroleum industries. During her graduate years, she helped establish Students
for Global Sustainability (SfGS) at her University. SfGS is one of the member student communities
within the World Student Community for Sustainable Development (WSC-SD). Driven by a commitment of giving back to society, she joined the WSC-SD Executive Board in October 2009 to assist in
the development of its long term strategy.
Director of Online Collaboration: Pieter Ploeg (Netherlands)
Pieter is a student of the International Youth Initiative Program for Social Entrepreneurship. He
also holds a Bachelor of Art. He is active in different youth networks for social change. He worked
for an international youth platform organisation called Idem - Identity through Initiative and was
one of the founding facilitators and organizers of the Connectivity Conference in South Africa in
2011. He works on different social and sustainability projects, developing new forms of education for comprehensive sustainable development from Järna, Sweden as consultant, facilitator
and web-developer.
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Our Advisory Committee

Dr. Onuki Mutuharu
Project Associate Professor, Graduate Program in Sustainability Science (GPSS), Graduate School of Frontier
Sciences, University of Tokyo

3.4

Regional Ambassadors

We have a dedicated team of ambassadors who are responsible for promoting the WSC-SD within their region, identifying
potential new members (both SCs and IMs) and representing the WSC-SD in general.
•
•
•
•

Latin America: David Alejandro Huertas Bernal (Colombia)
Asia: Rizwan Mohammed Shamim (Bangladesh)
Africa: Nickson Otieno (Kenya)
North America/ Europe: Aaron Thom (US)
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3.5         Individual members

3.6

We have a growing network of Individual Members who do
not have a student community at their university, but are taking action for sustainability in their local communities. Currently, we have a total of 111 individual members residing in
58 different countries.

The WSC-SD currently exists of 11 member student communities and 5 partner student communities at leading
universities globally. They are:

Continent	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Europe	
  

University	
  
Chalmers	
  University	
  of	
  
Technology	
  
ETH	
  Zurich	
  
EPFL	
  
Polytechnic	
  University	
  of	
  
St.	
  Petersburg	
  
University	
  of	
  St	
  Andrews	
  

	
  
Asia	
  

	
  
Africa	
  

Budapest	
  University	
  of	
  
Technology	
  and	
  
Economics	
  
University	
  of	
  Tokyo	
  

University	
  of	
  Nairobi	
  

University	
  of	
  	
  Yaounde	
  
	
  

Student networks

Student	
  community	
  
Chalmers	
  Students	
  for	
  
Sustainability	
  (CSS)	
  
Project21	
  
	
  
Unipoly	
  
	
  
St.	
  Petersburg	
  
Students	
  for	
  
Sustainability	
  (SSS)	
  	
  	
  
Society	
  for	
  Sustainable	
  
Development	
  
BME	
  University	
  Green	
  
Association	
  (EZK),	
  	
  	
  	
  

Country	
  
Sweden	
  

University	
  of	
  Tokyo	
  
Students	
  Community	
  
(ADC-‐UTSC)	
  
	
  
	
  

Japan	
  
	
  

Member	
  

Students	
  for	
  Global	
  
Sustainability-‐	
  SfGS-‐	
  
UoN)	
  
Universite	
  Yaounde	
  1-‐	
  
Association	
  pour	
  	
  

Kenya	
  
	
  

Member	
  

Cameroon	
  

Member	
  

Status	
  
Member	
  

Switzerland	
   Member	
  
Switzerland	
   Member	
  
Russia	
  
	
  

Member	
  

Scotland,	
  
UK	
  
Hungary	
  

Member	
  
	
  
Partner	
  

	
  
North	
  
America	
  
	
  
South	
  
America	
  

A	
  network	
  of	
  Universities	
  
in	
  Colombia	
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Quark	
  Society	
  
Students	
  for	
  Global	
  
Democracy	
  	
  
WSC-‐SD	
  Fort	
  Hare	
  
Oikos	
  Monrovia	
  
Sustainability@MIT	
  
University	
  of	
  Regina	
  
Students	
  for	
  
Sustainability	
  (URSS)	
  
Corporación	
  Grupo	
  
Tayrona	
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Egypt	
  

Member	
  

Kampala,	
  
Uganda	
  
South	
  Africa	
  
Liberia	
  
USA	
  
Canada	
  	
  

Partner	
  

Bogota,	
  
Colombia	
  

Partner	
  

		

We are currently between 3000 and 4000 members from a
total of over 50 countries. Thus, it goes without saying, our
strength is our diversity. With projects ranging from personal initiatives to large scale international programs, WSC-SD
members are making a significant difference in their local
communities and abroad. Below are a few highlights.

4.1

le	
  Developpement	
  
Durable	
  (UYI-‐ADD)	
  
American	
  University	
  of	
  
Cairo	
  
A	
  network	
  of	
  Universities	
  
in	
  Uganda	
  
University	
  of	
  Fort	
  Hare	
  
University	
  of	
  Liberia	
  
MIT,	
  Cambridge	
  
University	
  of	
  Regina	
  

4
Notable
achievements

Partner	
  
Partner	
  
Member	
  
Member	
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Student Summit for Sustainability (S3)

Organising and participating in the Student Summit for
Sustainability (S3) is one of the most exiting and rewarding
global activity of the WSC-SD. The S3 is organized every year
and provides our members and other participants the opportunity to meet, interact and network with each other. It
involves presentations on related topics in sustainable development, well directed workshops poster presentations
and of course a lot of fun. The summit is hosted by different Student Communities, giving them an opportunity to
organise global events. Some of the successfully organised
Student Summits are:
• S3 2006, by Project 21, Switzerland on “Mind Knowledge
and Sustainability”
• S3 2007 , University of Tokyo, Japan, on “Taking Action for
Global Sustainability”
• S3 2008, University of Regina, Canada, on “Societies of Tomorrow”
• S3 2009, ETH Zurich, Switzerland was held in conjunction
with the annual meeting of the AGS and provided the participants a better understanding of today’s economic and
political institutions in relation to sustainable development

Sustainability through collaboration 		

4.2  

Summary of past projects

International Conference on (South) African Views on SD
WSC-SD Fort Hare, Fort Hare, South Africa
Project with Community School for Disabled Children
WSC-SD Fort Hare, South Africa
Analysing resources and needs, assisting in identification of
relevant skills to be taught, improving learning environment,
developing learning modules and helping with fundraising
Latin-American Encounter of Youth for the Environment
and Sustainable Development
Corporacion Grupo Tayrona, Bogota, Colombia
Seminar for Latin America Youth to enhance understanding of
SD, capacity building and empowerment
Tree Planting Initiative
SfGS-UoN, Nairobi, Kenya
Planting of 1000 tree seedlings at Upper Hill Secondary School
Peace project in Kenya’s Rift valley province
SfGS-UoN, Nairobi, Kenya
A mentoring-tutoring program for children and the youth in
the community of Eldoret combined with a training program
on the use of locally available materials to make solar cook-kits
and baskets
Research Project on Recovery and Purification of Methane Gas
Quark Society, Cairo, Egypt
Graduate working group researching on the Recovery and Purification of Methane gas with innovative techniques.
Scientific Awareness Campaign
Quark Society, Cairo, Egypt
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Lecture Series to debate new theories in the discipline of physics
Exhibition at World Happiness Festival in Tokyo
Alliance for Global Sustainability and University of Tokyo Students Community AGS-UTSC, Tokyo, Japan
Demonstration of traditional sustainable costumes together
with promotion of sustainably produced coffee
Climate Change Working Group
Alliance for Global Sustainability University of Tokyo Students
Community AGS-UTSC, Tokyo, Japan
Participation of a UTSC delegation at COP14/CMP4 in Poznan
Education Working Group
Alliance for Global Sustainability University of Tokyo Students
Community AGS-UTSC, Tokyo, Japan
Screening of movies and ensuing discussions, workshops for SD

Plastic Bag Free St Andrews
SDSoc, St Andrews, Scotland
Campaign for a plastic-bag free city in cooperation with
the council and merchants’ association

Focus Meeting on Education for Sustainable Development
Chalmers Students for Sustainability, Gothenburg, Sweden
Conference on the role of SD in education and education
for SD

Hungarian students in the media
BME University Green Association, Hungary,
National media coverage of students calling attention to the
fact that energy saving is very often not just a matter of money.

Realty Check Seminar Series
SDSoc, St Andrews, Scotland
Monthly seminar series to get “hands-on” ideas of ho to implement SD in cooperation of community and university

Filmcycle „In the sign of money“
[project21], Zurich, Switzerland
Screening of documentaries at the ETH Zurich

Zero waste events planning guide
Sustainability@MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA
A guide providing information on local resources available to
help reduce your event’s environmental footprint
http://www.appropedia.org/Zero-Waste Party

SD film night
SDSoc, St Andrews, Scotland
Bi-weekly film screening with ensuing discussion

Cinema Solaire
[project21], Zurich, Switzerland
Outdoor cinema with solar panels collecting the energy
needed to show an open air movie

Sustainability Tricks
Unipoly, Lausanne, Switzerland
Development and distribution of leaflets displaying “sustainability tricks” to integrate SD in your daily life

“Another COP”
Alliance for Global Sustainability and University of Tokyo
Students Community AGS-UTSC, Tokyo, Japan
Participatory negotiation game about climate change

The MIT Generator
Sustainability@MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA

“My work style“
Alliance for Global Sustainability and University of Tokyo
Students Community AGS-UTSC, Tokyo, Japan
Workshop on how to achieve social changes with various
work styles

Studio!Sus (Micro-Journal),
Project21, Switzerland
A bi-annual environmentally friendly magazine discussing socially relevant topics and focussed on pointing out key aspects
from the perspective of sustainability
http://www.studiosus.project21.ch/
Awareness-raising green film club
Central University Library and the BME University Green Association, Hungary
4-5 films with environmental messages are screened each semester to an audience of 25-65 people.

.

Student groups working on local energy, environment, and
sustainability projects with a campus focus; joining forces and
creating innovative ideas
Business As UnUsual
Sustainability@MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA
Collaborative art events, with Family Weekend event and two
subsequent workshops to produce SD arts and crafts
Zero Waste Event Info Session & Party
Sustainability@MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA
Organizing Zero Waste Events and educating others on how
to conduct their own Zero Waste Event
FreeMeet III and IV
Sustainability@MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA
Swap-Markets to promote reuse of goods, reduce waste and
sending things to the landfill, and reduce unnecessary consumption of new goods.
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ESD Board games
Unipoly, Lausanne, Switzerland
Development and promotion (e.g. in schools) of board
games on SD
Sustainable Food Week
Unipoly, Lausanne, Switzerland
Week-long event with lectures, documentaries and film
projections, sustainable meals and an organic food market
Public health week
Unipoly, Lausanne, Switzerland
Week-long event involving lectures, projections, meals, information stands and a party, revolving around health and
medication
Food Seminar – “You are What you Eat”
Chalmers Students for Sustainability, Gothenburg, Sweden
Discussion seminar for sustainable food habits, including
lectures and discussions
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5
Ongoing
projects

5.1

6
Contact us

Gearing up for COP15

The WSC-SD is participating at the COP15 climate conference
with a 20 students strong working team, from different countries and disciplines. WSC-SD will contribute to the Young &
Future Generations Day on the 10th of December by launching its eBook on 21 innovative climate innovations. Our aim
during COP15 is to learn and share best practices in policymaking, to learn from the process of translating climate science into policy, and to support the global youth movement
to increase leverage on policy-makers to draft a successful
post-Kyoto climate treaty.
As a network organisation, we are collaborating and joining
forces with a range of different NGOs to increase momentum
for ‘Copenhagen’ to succeed.
Christopher Baan, Netherlands

Up until this point a study group has been assessing potential forms to reach aims. A student representation from
Kenya, South Africa, Sweden and the US has been assembled, and a partnership has been formed with a Swedish
non-profit biogas association. In Kenya the network has
been marketed to students in the Nairobi region with
positive effect and the project group has received business proposals from students. The Kenyan biogas market
situation, the overall energy situation and the potential
with waste management, has been studied. The project is
currently in pre-project phase and will at the end of 2009
present a budget.

In case you are interested to join the WSC-SD, your organisation wants to collaborate with us
or sponsor some of our ongoing projects, you may contact us through the following
addresses.

Christopher Hedvall, Chalmers University of Technology,
Sweden

WSC-SD at COP15
Christopher Baan, COP15 Community Organizer
Email: christopher.baan@wscsd.org

5.3 Growing Asian Cities: Structuring Sustainability
Problems
The Alliance for Global Sustainability and the University
of Tokyo Student Community (AGS-UTSC) are organising
a student workshop in 2010 that focuses on sustainability
issues from Asian perspectives and their relationships and
influence in the global community.
Theme: “Growing Asian Cities: Structuring Sustainability
Problems”
Date: March 16th-20th 2010
Venue: Hongo Campus, the University of Tokyo Yoshimasa Takahashi, University of Tokyo, Japan

5.2        African Initiative
The African Initiative is a cross-cultural student project aiming
to connect external WSC-SD partners and additional organizations’ to student entrepreneurial initiatives in Fort Hare, South
Africa and Nairobi, Kenya. Through support from educational
institutions and collaboration with clean-tech partners, the initiative tries to give students with business ideas an enhanced
network and resources outside their local environment.
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Joining the WSC-SD
Want to become a member organisation, individual member or interested in becoming a
partner of WSC-SD? Download and fill in the application form from http://wscsd.org/jointhe-wsc-sd and send it to executiveboard@wscsd.org for review.
General enquiry on collaboration / sponsorship of the WSC-SD
Sina Birkholz, WSC-SD President
sina.birkholz@wscsd.org

Carl Justin Kamp, Coordinator
Email: carl.kamp@wscsd.org
African Initiative project
Project Managers:
Christopher Hedvall
Email: hedvallc@student.chalmers.s
Otieno Nickson
Email: nickson.otieno@wscsd.org
“Growing Asian Cities: Structuring Sustainability  Problems”  by AGS - UTSC
Contact: am2010tokyo@googlegroups.com

Sustainability through collaboration 		
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